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Annex D – Accessibility Evidence and Analysis 

Introduction  

1. This annex presents additional evidence to support the analysis contained in the main section of

the report. It is structured to reflect the sequence of issues that present themselves as barriers to

enabling people disabilities to access the rail network or issues that may undermine their journey

experience.

Figure 1 - Mapping the passenger experience of planning or making an accessible journey

Accessible infrastructure and rolling stock 

2. The foremost issue is that a significant portion of the current rail infrastructure and rolling stock is

inaccessible to many passengers with disabilities or impairments, which precludes them from

travelling independently and spontaneously. The two primary metrics government, ORR and the

wider industry use to monitor progress in this area are: (1) the percentage of stations with step free

access from street to platform, and; (2) the percentage of trains compliant with Rail Vehicle

Accessibility Regulations (RVAR).

3. Step free access: The rail industry considers ‘step-free’ access to a station to equate to that station

being ‘accessible’. This definition is solely predicated on consideration of passengers with mobility-

related impairments who benefit from step-free access from the street into the station and onto

the platform. Quantifying the precise number of mainline stations that are accessible to the optimal

new build standards25 is difficult because it is difficult to ascertain due to issues with the accuracy of

some station data26. Nevertheless, the data available indicates that approximately 20% of stations

conform to step-free new build standards with 73% of all journeys passing through these stations27.

Another 31% of stations have some form of step-free access (e.g. step-free access to some

platforms), thus classed as ‘partially accessible’.

25 See the following RDG report for technical definitions of step-free access, On Track for 2020? The Future of 
Accessible Rail Travel: https://www.raildeliverygroup.com/about-
us/publications.html?task=file.download&id=469772981  
26 These station data issues were explained in section [X] of this report.  
27 See p22 https://www.raildeliverygroup.com/about-us/publications.html?task=file.download&id=469772981 

https://www.raildeliverygroup.com/about-us/publications.html?task=file.download&id=469772981
https://www.raildeliverygroup.com/about-us/publications.html?task=file.download&id=469772981
https://www.raildeliverygroup.com/about-us/publications.html?task=file.download&id=469772981
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Figure 2:  Access and provisions for passenger with disabilities at mainline stations (source – NRE 

knowledgebase, January 2019)28 
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Scotland 40% 27% 35% 4% 51% 10% 

Wales 37% 18% 94% 10% 79% 17% 
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4. RVAR compliance over time: Figure 3 below illustrates the progress that has been made in

increasing the percentage of passenger trains compliant with RVAR over the last decade. The latest

published data (January 2019) revealed 88% of heavy rail passengers trains were RVAR compliant.

The Department of Transport has a target of ensuring all passenger trains are RVAR compliant by

2020 but the DfT has indicated a small number of trains will not be fully compliant by this time,

which will result in some dispensations and exemptions29.

28 https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/insights/how-accessible-are-britains-railway-stations/ NRE extract from 24 
January 2019 
29 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/accessible-rail-transport/accessible-rail-transport  

https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/insights/how-accessible-are-britains-railway-stations/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/accessible-rail-transport/accessible-rail-transport
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Figure 3 - RVAR compliance over time 

Reliability of assistance and staffing 

5. Assistance provided by rail staff can be crucial in enabling disabled people to make journeys that

would otherwise be impossible. Due to many stations and trains being accessible to some

passengers, this is usually mitigated by the provision of assistance by rail staff. The industry’s two

main assistance schemes are generally known as Passenger Assist (booked assistance) and Turn-

up-and-go (unbooked assistance). The provision of these assisted travel schemes is currently

mandated through DPPPs.

6. ORR undertakes largescale compliance monitoring activity on the delivery of assisted travel to

monitor both station operator performance and passenger satisfaction with assistance provision.
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Figure 4 – annual volume (2018/19) of booked assistance by train and station operator 

7. In terms of booked assistance, the general pattern is that user satisfaction with Passenger Assist is

relatively and consistently high (85%30). In the minority of cases where passengers report

dissatisfaction this is usually driven by passenger frustrations about the reliability of assistance e.g.

staff not being present to meet the passenger in accordance with the booking confirmation.

8. Our latest monitoring data shows that for 2018/19 11% of Passenger Assist users reported they did

not receive any of the assistance they had booked31. The table below shows data on the key metrics

which provide insight into Passenger Assist users’ experiences of the service.

30 ORR Passenger Assist monitoring survey 2018/19 – user satisfaction with Passenger Assist, question E1 (base 4,968) 
31 ORR Passenger Assist monitoring survey 2018/19 – did passenger receive all assistance they had booked, question 
D5 (base 4,968) 
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Figure 5: Passenger experiences of Passenger Assist 

Notes: 

 Bracket number in table heading indicate the question number within the survey.

 TfW Rail took over the Arriva Train Wales franchise on 14 October 2018.

 London North Eastern Railway took over the Virgin Trains East Coast franchise on 24 June 2018.

 The following train companies are not shown due to low sample sizes: c2c (5 responses),

London Overground (4 responses), Merseyrail (25 responses) and TfL Rail (10 responses).
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9. The graphic below illustrates the headline findings from our 2017 mystery shopping research into

user experiences of Turn-up-and-go unbooked assistance.

10. In direct response to these findings ORR has developed proposals to improve the reliability of

assistance, especially ‘handovers’ between boarding and alighting stations, by introducing the

‘safeguard’ measures described earlier in this report.

11. Other factors which can influence accessible journey options include station staffing and whether

the train has a second member of staff on-board in addition to a driver. Both can have a direct

impact upon assistance provision and have a limiting effect on the number of potential accessible

journeys.

12. The absence of station staff, even if the station is step-free, can present a situation for some

passengers reliant on staff help where it effectively means they are unable to use that station. For

example, passengers with cognitive impairments who need help to get from the station entrance to

the correct platform. Or wheelchair users who alight from a train at an unstaffed station (on-board

staff could help them disembark) but need help to carry their luggage from the platform to the

station exit where a taxi may be waiting. There are a number of scenarios where the absence of

staff can render a station inaccessible to some passengers, and so the link between station staffing

and the enablement of accessible journeys should be an important consideration for station

operators.

13. The chart below shows32 that despite a small percentage (16%) of stations being staffed full time

(first to last train) they nonetheless account for almost two-thirds (63%) of passenger journeys. That

suggests that station footfall is a key variable in station operators’ decision-making as to which

stations to staff, and how often.

32 Based on ORR analysis of National Rail Enquiries (NRE) data.  Downloaded Feb 2019. 
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Figure 6: Staffing levels at GB stations (%) 

14. When a station is inaccessible to a passenger one of the ways a station operator can mitigate this is

to offer the passenger Alternative Accessible Transport (AAT), which is usually in the form of an

accessible taxi. AAT is mandated through a station operators obligations under its DPPP.

Figure 7: Provision of Alternative Accessible Transport, 2016-17 to 2018/19 

15. The absence of a second member of staff on-board the train can, in some circumstances, mean

that some passengers are unable to access those services. These are known as Driver Controlled

Operation (DCO) and Driver Only Operation (DOO) services. For example, in a typical scenario there

may be a passenger who plans board a DCO/DOO service at a staffed station using a ramp and

wishes to alight at a station that is unstaffed using ramp assistance to disembark. In this situation,

because there would be no station staff or on-train staff (other than the driver) to deploy the ramp,
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the passenger would most likely be required to use AAT as an alternative means of completing their 

intended journey. However, some TOCs, such as Govia Thameslink Railway, have recently 

introduced mobile assistance teams to provide assistance at the point of need at some unstaffed 

stations.  

16. The most recent available data shows that 53% of all passenger journeys are made on DCO/DOO

trains, with 44% of trains being DCO/DOO33.

Staff training

17. Staff training has a crucial bearing on the experiences of passengers with disabilities who rely on

rail staff to support or enable their journeys. ORR research consistently shows that user satisfaction

with assistance can vary depending on the passenger’s impairment type. Most notably, we find that

passengers with hidden/cognitive disabilities in general experience poorer outcomes than those

with more visible impairments.

Figure 8: Passenger experiences of Passenger Assist by impairment type 

Notes:Passengers can indicate more than one disability type.  Therefore, the total by disability type, 

will be higher than the number of people interviewed. 

33 Overview of DCO/DOO along with the latest data is available on the RSSB website: 
https://www.rssb.co.uk/Pages/driver-controlled-operation.aspx  

https://www.rssb.co.uk/Pages/driver-controlled-operation.aspx
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18. Our analysis indicated this is often attributable to weaknesses in staff training with insufficient

emphasis placed on assisting passengers with less visible impairments.

Awareness of assisted travel 

19. As the charts below indicate, awareness of assisted travel is relatively low34. This serves as a

significant constraint on the number of accessible journeys if those people who may require

assistance to enable their rail journeys are unaware of its availability or how to access it.

Figure 9:  Awareness of Passenger Assist amongst people who would require assistance to travel by 

rail 

34 2017 ORR research: Passenger Awareness of Assisted Travel 
https://orr.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/25982/research-into-passenger-awareness-of-assisted-travel-
services-april-2017.pdf  

https://orr.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/25982/research-into-passenger-awareness-of-assisted-travel-services-april-2017.pdf
https://orr.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/25982/research-into-passenger-awareness-of-assisted-travel-services-april-2017.pdf
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Figure 10 - Awareness of Turn-up-and-go amongst people who would require assistance to travel 

by rail 

20. This research also highlighted that of those people who had previously used Passenger Assist, 96%

of respondents stated they would be likely to use it again. Of those respondents who were unaware

of Passenger Assist until it was explained to them in the course of the survey, 60% stated they

would be interested in using in the future.

Figure 11 – Future use of Passenger Assist amongst current users and non-users 

21. As the table below indicates, respondents were slightly less enthusiastic in their support for Turn-

up-and-go. The qualitative feedback from respondents suggested that this was because some

disabled travellers preferred the certainty of having booked assistance in advance, premised on the

belief it is less likely to result in assistance failure or things going wrong.
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Figure 12: Future use of Turn-up-and-go amongst current users and non-users 

22. As both tables further illustrate, when those who were previously ‘unaware’ of assisted travel had

the service explained to them a significant percentage of respondents stated they would be

interested in using it. This indicates significant untapped demand for both booked (60%) and

unbooked (49%) assistance which could be unlocked if better efforts were made raise awareness of

its availability.

Information failures affecting accessible journey planning 

23. The National Rail Enquiries station webpages are a primary source of key information for both

passengers and rail staff to plan and book accessible journeys. However, the information on some

of these webpages contain inaccurate and sometimes conflicting information. These issues are

described earlier in this report and are also covered in depth with examples of information errors

in Section 3A of our 2018 Improving Assisted Travel consultation35.

Inconsistent branding / T&Cs 

24. Steps to increase passenger awareness of assistance is also being potentially hindered by

inconsistent branding of both booked and unbooked assistance, but is a particular issue for the

former. Across the network many operators use different terms to describe their booked assistance

services. This is despite the system operating at an industry level as a single, coordinated national

scheme with all booking confirmations issued to passenger using the ‘Passenger Assist’ brand.

35 ORR November 2018  Improving Assisted Travel consultation: 
https://orr.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/39676/improving-assisted-travel-consultation-november-2018.pdf 

https://orr.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/39676/improving-assisted-travel-consultation-november-2018.pdf
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Figure 12 – screenshots of different operator booked assistance pages 
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25. ORR intends to address this by mandating consistency in branding via new requirements in the

ATP, outlined earlier in this report. This should also aid industry efforts to better inform potential

users about the availability of assisted travel services via any subsequent national promotional

campaign.


